FASTENER 1/8"ø - 3/8" LONG [2402S] POP RIVET AT 20" O.C.

SUPPORT (NOT BY METL–SPAN)

OPTIONAL CHANNEL CLOSURE TRIM

FASTENER 1/8"ø - 3/8" LONG [2402S] POP RIVET AT 20" O.C.
OR PANCAKE FASTENER [24] AT 20" O.C.

PBR WALL PANEL

DOOR, WINDOW OR LOUVER SYSTEM (NOT BY METL–SPAN)

PERIMETER SEALANT (NOT BY METL–SPAN)

JAMB TRIM [F22]

PANEL FASTENER [#17A] AT TOP, BOTTOM, AND MIDDLE OF OPENING NOT TO EXCEED 5'-0" O.C.